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Hailed as “the John Grisham of Wall Street” by the New York Times, Christopher Reich returns to the world
he knows so well--the dangerous, dazzling world of high finance and international intrigue. In this
ingeniously crafted thriller, the bestselling author of Numbered Account and The First Billion introduces
his most complex and engaging hero yet: forensic accountant Adam Chapel--and paints a frightening
scenario where terrorism is big business and money is the ultimate weapon of war…

The explosion that shatters the smart Parisian apartment reverberates around the globe. In an instant, a
suspected terrorist is dead and half a million dollars has vanished. Within days, the CIA is certain it has
found a connection between the dead man and a planned terrorist attack on U.S. soil. Determined to avert
another 9/11, they have assembled an elite counterterrorist task force, code name: Blood Money. Its mission:
to follow the money trail. Its secret weapon: forensic accountant Adam Chapel. A man who trusts numbers
more than people, Chapel has his own reasons for wanting to get the job done-- four of his colleagues were
killed in the Paris blast. Now Chapel is thrust back into the line of fire when he teams up with British
intelligence agent Sarah Churchill. The two are assigned to hunt down a shadowy mastermind who is moving
vast sums of money from country to country, from bank to bank, leaving no tracks--as he prepares for an
Armaggedon of his own devising.

As Chapel follows a disappearing money trail from Paris to Munich to the deserts of Saudi Arabia, Sarah
uses her elite training to stalk the “shadow” and his elusive network. Meanwhile, their quarry is auditing
their every move, laying a twisting trail of false clues and shocking surprises. With the clock ticking down,
soon Chapel and Sarah have only days, hours, minutes to avert disaster as a master terrorist plots to unleash
the first strike in a brilliantly orchestrated conspiracy--with an almost unimaginable goal.

Hurtling us from the winding alleys of Pakistan to the elite banking houses of Europe, The Devil’s Banker
creates an adrenaline-fueled world where following the money has never been more dangerous, and evil has
never been harder to unmask.
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From reader reviews:

Kevin Buckley:

Information is provisions for those to get better life, information these days can get by anyone at everywhere.
The information can be a knowledge or any news even a concern. What people must be consider when those
information which is in the former life are challenging be find than now's taking seriously which one is
acceptable to believe or which one often the resource are convinced. If you receive the unstable resource
then you buy it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities
will not happen inside you if you take The Devil's Banker as the daily resource information.

Irma Patterson:

The book untitled The Devil's Banker contain a lot of information on it. The writer explains your girlfriend
idea with easy method. The language is very simple to implement all the people, so do not worry, you can
easy to read the idea. The book was compiled by famous author. The author will take you in the new period
of literary works. It is easy to read this book because you can read more your smart phone, or model, so you
can read the book with anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can start their official
web-site in addition to order it. Have a nice go through.

Allison Price:

In this period globalization it is important to someone to get information. The information will make
professionals understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information easier to
share. You can find a lot of recommendations to get information example: internet, classifieds, book, and
soon. You can observe that now, a lot of publisher in which print many kinds of book. Often the book that
recommended to you personally is The Devil's Banker this guide consist a lot of the information of the
condition of this world now. This kind of book was represented how does the world has grown up. The
words styles that writer use for explain it is easy to understand. The actual writer made some analysis when
he makes this book. This is why this book ideal all of you.

Nancy Page:

Beside this particular The Devil's Banker in your phone, it could give you a way to get closer to the new
knowledge or facts. The information and the knowledge you might got here is fresh through the oven so
don't be worry if you feel like an older people live in narrow town. It is good thing to have The Devil's
Banker because this book offers to your account readable information. Do you occasionally have book but
you do not get what it's about. Oh come on, that wil happen if you have this within your hand. The Enjoyable
blend here cannot be questionable, including treasuring beautiful island. So do you still want to miss the
idea? Find this book as well as read it from today!
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